The problem of determining the refractivity profile of a planetary atmosphere from optical or ra?io .occulta~i?n ~ata is identical in principle to the problem of determining the variation o~ se1sm1c veloc1t1es m the earth from the observed travel times of seismic body. waves. In either case, a complete set of data can be inverted uniquely, the only constraints being those fundam~ntal to geomet~ic optics. Expr:ssions are given for converting observed Doppler shifts to the mdex of refract10n as a funct10n of depth in the atmosphere. The effect of various appro~ima~ions on the analy~is is discussed; it is found that a 'thin atmosphere' approximation s1mphfies the mathematics and preserves the singularity at the critical ray curvature.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to point out a direct method of transforming radar Doppler data from an occultation experiment directly into a profile of refractive index versus radius. Fjeldbo and Eshleman [1965] discuss in some detail the types of information contained in the phase and amplitude of a radio signal occulted by a planet. Their method of determining the refractive index profile is approximate, but it should give good results without iteration for a planet with a thin atmosphere. They applied their technique to the interpretation of the Mariner 4 occultation experiment on Mars. Cain et al. [1966] analyzed the same data using a model-fitting method, which must assume an analytical description of the model but is not restricted to small bending angles. Kliore et al. [1966] , Kliore et al. [1965a, b] Cain et al. [1965] , Fjeldbo et al. [1965] , and Fjeldbo et al. [1966a, b] describe the analysis and interpretation of that experiment. · A more general method of analysis is available, based on the Herglotz-Wiechert method for interpreting seismic data. This technique is used .to determine velocity-depth profiles in the earth from the observed variation of travel time with arc distance between source and receiver. We describe a form of this theory that is suitable for the radio occultation problem. In the first section, we derive the inversion relations that permit the refractive index profile to be deduced from either the phase shift or the angular path in the atmosphere. In the second section, we show how two kinds of Doppler residuals are used as inputs to the inversion relations. In the following sections, we discuss the analytical form of the ray integrals and review some of the ray-optical constraints on the use of these techniques. For further discussion of such effects as focusing and defocusing, shadow formation, etc., we recommend Bullen's [1963] text.
The geometry of the occultation experiment is summarized in Figure 1 . The coordinates are referred to the center of mass of the planet. The refractive index n is a function of r in a shell R ~ r ~ ro, where r 0 is an arbitrary level lying effectively above all the mass of the atmosphere, and R is the radius of the solid planet. The ray path is a straight line outside the atmosphere. It is assumed that the trajectories of the spacecraft and the earth are known with respect to the center of mass of the planet. The indicated spacecraft trajectory is the projection of the actual trajectory in the plane defined· by the centers of mass of the spacecraft, earth, and planet. If the properties of the atmosphere depend only on r, then only components of ve- 
Likewi::;e, phase shift along the ray (in the atmosphere) is (all angular measures will be in cycles)
This integral cq11:1tion for In r(y) is in the form of the Abel integr:ll equation .rnd mny be solved by refere11ce to the Abel transform pair
which is constant along a ray, by Snell's law, By inspection:
and integration by parts transforms (14) to (9) In (~)
The right-hand side is transformed hy integration by parts:
The first term on the right-hand side vanishes, and exponentials can be taken:
The integral is always positive; ro > YJ, and d()/dp is normally negative. It is possible to make dB /dp positive over certain ranges of p, owing to sharp gr[ldients in n(n > I), but tho integral must always be positive. The refractive index profile r(n) follows from equation 11 and from the definition of ' fJ (equation 3).
Transform:-ttion of the phase ( 5) follows similar lines, but involves slightly more manipulation. Applying the substitution (G), we find that the Abel pair ( S) is again useful, but g ( y) is not apparent by inspection. We find:
The second term can be simplified by interchanging the order of integration and integrating by parts:
This expression is a formal solution to the inversion problem using the phase as a data input. A simpler expression is obtainable by manipulating p:-trtial intcgr[ltions to bring out a cosh-1 factor in the first two terms:
! dp]
By successfully solving the integral equation in the phase (5), we have demonstrated a method for determining tho seismic velocitydepth function, using the travel time and the tr~wel-time derivative dT/d6. as inputs.
In both (17) and (11) 
Since an atmosphere is thin compared ·with the planetary radins, (lD) rn:ty be approximated by (21) At the bottom of a putn tive 100-km Cythere:u1 atmosphere, the tutnl error would be le::3s than 1 km. 
The values of <I> and <I>,, or of (J 3nd (),, are needed. The ray is projected to a reference sphere ro, which lies sensibly above the atmos- Before redncing the ohsernd ph:1sc to !l func-..__ ________ _ tion approprinte for input to (19) or (21) We now discuss the integrals ( 4) and ( 5), for () and <I> in terms of refractivity variations. An expansion parameter is chosen that provides a perturbation expansion when the ray curvature is slight, and which causes the integrals to diverge, as required when the ray curvature at the bottom of the ray is equal to the curvature of a level surface.
Set
is the appropriate expansion parameter. From the definition of ray curvature 1/ p, we can show
The function gp(r) is used to absorb the remain- Now we write out the integrals ( 4) and (5) in terms of (39). Without approximation,
and (42) If yp ==, 1, then the integrals will diverge, owing to the vanishing of the argument of the second square root as r ~ rv.
By assuming a thin atmosphere [
both of which divt>rge, as appropri:
In this approximation,
The fractional error in ( 4.5) \Yill be ahou t (r0 -rv) /rv and can be made to vanish by an appropriate choice of the 1 nw:u1 rndim~' r"'. The atmospheric perturbation~ ill () and <P are normally small compared ·with the nominal ndues _ : it is not obvious whether this approximation, i11 general, will preserve the pertnrha tions with the desired fractional error.
If ( 45) is valid, we can base an inversion procedure on (11) with the phase as input:
7r kor m • r 0 1J dp
(46)
A thin atmosphere npproxinrntion applied to (17) is p ~ r,,.. We can thus obtain (46) directly from the phase inversion formula. The approximation of a 'thin, weak' atmosphere is of some interest. It may be assumed in ( 43) and ( 44) Some of the hazards in an inversion procedure like (11) are discussed in Jeffreys [1959] and Bidlen [1963] . Being due to the nature of the optical problem rather than the method of analysis, these considerations are equally applicable whatever method is used to derive the refractive index profile. In s1m1mar~y (1) d()jdp may Le positive for a JimitC'd range of p (Figure 4) . The function p(fJ) is then multirnlued for certain ranges, owing to multipath propagation. The spacecrnft must Le able to distinguish all multiple rays in order for an interpretation to be correct.
(2) In a neutral atmosphere, the increase of refractive index with depth causes the rays to be curved downward. So that a ray may emerge from the atmosphere by a direct refraction path, 1he radius of cnrvature of tlw ray must exceed that of ihe tangent sphere. Since the dowmyard cmvature of a ray is given by p this condition i::l
(.50) /(exit) will be very large (focusing) if d()/dp = 0 + { } --3'-0. If r, --3'-co, a --3'-0, 0 --3'-io, and focusing will occnr if dfJ / dp ::::: tan 1~. In the study of atmospheres, io is always near .r/2, and that condition will not be s:ttisfied (Figure 4 ). Rays that are refracted downwurd at nearly the curvature of the planet have large d() /dp and arc severely defocused. 
